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The custom of presenting awards to the great achievers, the performers and the dedicated goes back many years. In fact the Jewish historian Josephus of the 1st century AD recorded the ancient Greek practice of awarding a gold button for gallantry on the field.

We are dedicated to assisting with your recognition of truly “special” people. Each one of us realizes the tremendous amount of emotion that will be involved in the presentation of our products. We consistently produce each and every award from beginning to end, with this foremost in our minds.

Probably the most important part of the award you select, whether it be a crystal vase, trophy or plaque is the inscription. Don’t be mistaken, we place great emphasis on unique ideas, quality, materials, workmanship and price, but we realize that awards are meant to be more than just pretty. The inscription or engraving as we refer to it, should be something that really touches the recipient, something that positively displays your appreciation, admiration, or gratitude.

In this brochure we will explain to you the many types of materials and processes that are available to create the perfect award. We will provide numerous examples of truly outstanding inscriptions, a reference section to help you find “those perfect words” and also section filled with popular illustrations to use in the development of your unequaled awards.

We are sure that a short time spent on preparation, possibly with others who may be responsible for the presentation of the award, will be time well spent. If you need help beyond what this brochure provides, please don’t hesitate to call on one of our professional sales representatives. We have many good ideas and are ready to assist you at any time.

One of the first decisions to be made will be the type of award desired. This involves not only the shape, size and medium, but also the type of etching. We have a variety of catalogs and a complete showroom filled with samples.
Your decision on the color of engraving or imprinting a plate can be made easier with a little background information. Generally you will want to use metal that will provide good contrast to the lettering. Our most popular color combination is black imprinting on a gold plate. Other considerations on plate color involve the utilization of company school, club or team colors. In most cases you will want to choose a color for the rim (or border) plate that surrounds the engraving plate. A plaque for a school or club whose colors are red and blue might consist of red engraving plate, blue border plate and silver engraving. The lettering itself can be silver, gold or black - or take advantage of our FULL COLOR PROCESS for a stunningly dramatic presentation. Be sure to consult our professional sales staff for further details and recommendations, custom-designed for YOU.

Engraving Plate Color Combinations
Listed in Order of Their Popularity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plate</th>
<th>Rim</th>
<th>Lettering</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gold</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>Black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>Gold</td>
<td>Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>Gold</td>
<td>Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>Silver</td>
<td>Silver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red</td>
<td>Gold</td>
<td>Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red</td>
<td>Silver</td>
<td>Silver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green</td>
<td>Gold</td>
<td>Gold</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other colors are available, including as mentioned above, FULL COLOR on white (preferred, for truest color), gold or silver, with any color rim to match or contrast your imprint.
When deciding on overall plaque size keep in mind that we can fit almost any amount of engraving on any size plaque. We proportion each line of engraving to fit the desired award appropriately.

Remember:
Small engraving area + lots of engraving = smaller letter size.
Large engraving area + not much engraving = larger letter size.

We feel that the actual engraving typestyle choice is best left up to our experienced art, typesetting and engraving departments. However, if you require specific type styles or sizes we can most likely accommodate your request. We have well over 3000 different engraving type faces available and can match any size you choose.

In the following pages you will find reproductions of many plaques we have produced. These sample have been provided to assist you in developing the wording for your awards. You will notice that many of the samples have company, school or club logos. You logo can be reproduced in detail on your awards for a nominal charge, from your black & white artwork. As you can see, the addition of a logo definitely enhances the appearance of the awards.

The samples have been organized into categories such as service, appreciation and achievement. Feel free to use the exact wording as shown on the samples, changing only the names and dates if you like.

Toward the end of the brochure we have included a Thesaurus section that provides synonyms of many commonly used words on award plaques. Use this section to assist you in creating the perfect inscription for your awards.
**IMAGE AREAS & LAYOUT**
Because of the many unique awards we offer, all of the image areas and overall sizes listed in the catalog are approximate. Our art department will arrange your artwork and copy to fit the design and shape of each individual award and provide a quality presentation.

**PRODUCTION TIME**
Normal production time for most items is 5 working days. Large orders or custom designed pieces can take longer and will be quoted prior to the beginning of production. *Advising us in advance of your planned presentation date is highly recommended.* We will schedule production to allow ample shipping time for you to receive your awards a few days prior to that date. However, delays in artwork approval or shortened production time could result in the need for priority shipping and/or expedited production service.

**RUSH ORDERS**
Rush orders are our specialty. We understand that sometimes the need for an award comes up unexpectedly. When that occurs, we are ready, willing and able to help you meet your deadline. In order to maintain our commitment to helping YOU look good, we offer one and two day service on most of our products.

**PAPER PROOFS**
A paper proof will be provided for all crystal, glass, acrylic and marble awards. When multiple items of the same kind are sold, a general layout proof will be provided first. Once the general layout is approved, we will provide art proofs for all individual awards to ensure spelling accuracy. *We do not generally supply art proofs for plaques, trophy plates, or name badges.*

**CUSTOM DESIGN SERVICES**
*When you're looking for a special award or sign that's unique to your organization, you can turn to us with confidence.* Unlike many smaller awards companies, we can design and fabricate totally custom awards, paperweights and signs. From concept to creation, our experienced staff can guide you every step along the way. Using a wide array of media such as acrylic, plastic, vinyl and cultured stone we can design your award and advise you in selection of the proper medium to best showcase your new creation. Our *NEW* state of the art CNC router and high power lasers enable us to develop unique designs specifically tailored to your needs. Ask one of our sales associates how we can help create the perfect award, paperweight, or sign for your next presentation.

We also maintain a complete art department as one of the most important parts of our customer service. Using our creative resources, we can design and execute an award that will be unique to your organization. Our art department can also recreate logos and special art to be used in any of the processes offered by our factory for awards, promotional products, banners, signs and name badges.

**COMPLETION NOTICE**
When production on your order is completed we will fax and e-mail a completion notice. Please help us to keep in contact with you by providing us with current contact information.

**SHIPPING**
We understand how valuable your time is, that's why we have developed a full service shipping & receiving department. Instead of driving across town to pick up, or deliver an award, have your award arrive at its destination for a nominal fee. We also offer complete fulfillment services, ask one of our sales associates for more details.
Guidelines for Supplying Computer Generated Artwork

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

When providing digital art these Guidelines MUST be followed in order to proceed:

Hard copy of the artwork is desired. This will enable us to be sure your file has opened correctly. If the art provided is to be used for engraving or glass etching, it must be Black and White Line Art. No grayscale or halftones are acceptable for those processes. If your art is to be imprinted in color on a name badge or promotional product, we must either have a hard copy printout showing us the colors that we are trying to match, or the pms numbers of each color.

All digital artwork submitted MUST meet our artwork requirements shown below or your order may be delayed and additional artwork charges may be incurred. Art charges are $50.00 per hour. We also have the capability to recreate your art specifically for the type of product you are purchasing. Production time for recreating art is typically 24-72hrs depending on the complexity. Most logos can be recreated within 24hrs for between $25 - $75.

Please contact your salesperson to be sure your art will work.

PLATFORM - We are a PC based company. All Macintosh files must be provided in a PC compatible version.

RESOLUTION - Most of our processes require a minimum of 300 dpi resolution. Graphics designed for use on the Internet are not acceptable. Art used for printing banners and posters should be submitted in the highest possible resolution.

Formats we prefer are: .eps .ai .cdr .psd

HARD COPY - It is recommended that you provide a hard copy of the artwork and any special instructions with any digital file submitted.

QUALITY - Simply because the art file is in a digital format we can accept that does not mean it will be clean and useable. Faxed, scanned or art which has been reproduced numerous times will not improve and will not look its best without additional clean up efforts. We reserve the right to refuse any artwork that will not meet our standards of product quality when reproduced with our equipment and processes.

BLACK & WHITE LINE ART - This is our most preferred type of art for laser engraving, sand etching & screen printing. Black and white line art contains black and white lines only. No shades of gray or halftones can be used when this art format is requested. Black & white line art is required for engraving glass, crystal, acrylic, marble, wood, plastic and aluminum. This type of art is also required for vinyl letters and most signage.

BLACK & WHITE HALFTONE ART - This art will contain shades of gray or halftones. Some of our processes will NOT reproduce this type of artwork without additional refinement.

COLOR ART - A composite proof and separated color plates are also beneficial. Please send the latest version of disk art and label each color by the exact Pantone number wanted. If your art is not separated when submitted, additional charges may be incurred.

EMAIL - Naming protocol is important. Please do not name your artwork "logo". Instead please name the file using an easily identified label such as "festival logo". You may send your artwork to art1@edco.com.

Programs

CorelDraw - Windows - .cdr - version 12.0 or lower; convert text to curves
Adobe Illustrator - Windows - .ai or .eps files - Save Graphics as Adobe Illus. 10.0 or lower and convert text to outline
Photoshop - Windows - .psd - version 7 or lower; maintain separate layers

File Types

.jpg - only if in high resolution of at least 300 dpi at 200% desired size
.tif - only if in high resolution of at least 300 dpi at 200% desired size
.bmp - only if in high resolution of at least 300 dpi at 200% desired size

Unacceptable Formats

We are unable to achieve satisfactory results when graphics are submitted in the following formats:

Word - .doc format;
Excel - .xls format;
Web graphics - .gif or .jpg - Graphics designed for use on the World Wide Web are not acceptable because of the low resolution typically used.

Fonts

Convert all text to outlines or curves. Please be aware that once this is done the text in your artwork can no longer be edited. If editing is required you must include the Font (TrueType only) on the disk

Colors

When assigning a color to art or text, please use a Pantone color. This will work for process or spot colors.

Accepted File Storage Media

PC formatted 3.5" diskettes
PC formatted Iomega ZIP drives, 100 Mb or 250 Mb
PC formatted CD ROM
Scott Walker
Valedictorian
4.0 Grade Point Average
Miami Norland Senior High School

The Staff, Faculty and Students
Applaud You for
Your Determined Endeavors
and Your Achievement of
Scholastic Excellence

ST. THOMAS AQUINAS
HIGH SCHOOL

SOPHOMORE OF THE YEAR
AWARD

IN COMMENDATION OF
AN OUTSTANDING ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE
AND PERFECT ATTENDANCE RECORD

STAFF and FACULTY

JANUARY 01, 0000

IT’S BEEN A LONG HARD ROAD,
BUT YOU’VE FINALLY REACHED THE...
...BEGINING
OF A NEW LIFE

CONGRATULATIONS
NICK TALBOTT
ON YOUR GRADUATION FROM
UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI MEDICAL SCHOOL
WE KNEW YOU COULD DO IT!

JANUARY 01, 0000
YOUR FRIENDS & FAMILY
ANNIVERSARIES

Dearest Helen

Happy 50th Anniversary

Thank You for the Happiest Years of My Life

Love, Stan

January 1, 0000

CONGRATULATIONS
LIEUTENANT SCOTT HANCOCK
ON YOUR 25th ANNIVERSARY WITH THE
NYC FIRE DEPARTMENT BOROUGH OF MANHATTAN

TOGETHER WE’VE SEEN IT ALL - YOU’VE ALWAYS BEEN THERE FOR US AND WE’LL ALWAYS BE HERE FOR YOU

January 1, 0000

New Hope Missionary Baptist Church

40th Anniversary

Celebration Committee
Dr. Yoslaine Suarez, Pastor
Hollywood, Florida

We Thank God for
Amarilis Cordero

Without Your Devotion and Hours of Just Plain Hard Work We Would Still Be Wondering How to Commemorate This Milestone!

January 1, 0000

Feliz 25
Anniversario
Gloria y Carlos
Siempre Sabíamos que los Dos Fueron Hechos el Uno para el Otro
Con Mucho Amor
Maria y Eddie
01-01-0000
Congratulations to

**Guy S. Setliff**

On 25 Years of Professional, Dependable Service to This Company

*We Wish You Fair Winds and Following Seas*

---

**Lillian R. Raines**

For a Lifetime of Dedication and Service

Happy 100th Birthday

You Have Made a Difference in This World and an Impact On All Our Lives

We have Been Blessed to Have Been a Part of YOUR World

---

Joyeaux Anniversaire!

François et Isabella

Ce long chemin prouve, ce que nous savions tous pendant tout ce temps: vous êtes fait l’un pour l’autre!
With Appreciation to
Keith Allison
For Generously Sharing Your Gift of Music with Our Children
Little Starfish Daycare
January 01, 0000

Seminole Police Department
Proudly recognizes
Lieutenant Philip Ferris
In Honor of 12 Distinguished Years of Outstanding Performance, Tireless Dedication, Consummate Professionalism and Unparalleled Loyalty to the Seminole Police Department
Presented with Gratitude by Chief Mike Floyd
January 01, 0000

WITH OUR DEEPEST LOVE AND APPRECIATION TO
JOHN RAYA
FOR ALWAYS BEING THERE
YOU HAVE GIVEN US MORE THAN WE EVER COULD ASK YOU MEAN MORE TO US THAN YOU EVER COULD KNOW
January 01, 0000
“In this world, it is not what we take but what we give that makes us rich...”

IN APPRECIATION FOR BEING OUR LEADER, TEACHER, FRIEND AND MOST OF ALL OUR SOURCE OF INSPIRATION
ADMINISTRATION & PROCESSING TEAM
January 01, 0000
Presented to

Ralph Setliff

In appreciation for your years of outstanding service, concern and support on the Board of Directors of The Starting Place

We will miss you

January 01, 0000

Presented to

Stewart Marvin

In appreciation for projecting a professional, tactful and diligent manner toward the Beach Patrol

We thank you for your leadership and wish you the best for the future

January 01, 0000
CIVIC SERVICE

Presented to
The Honorable Mayor
Diana Wasserman-Rubin
Broward County Commission
Our sincere thanks and appreciation
for all you have done
for the
Sunset Lakes Community Center
JANUARY 01, 0000

Award of Gratitude
This Commendation is Bestowed
Upon
Tanisha Bangoura
as a Symbol of Our
Grateful Recognition of
Her Enduring Commitment
to
The Humane Society
of
Broward County
JANUARY 01, 0000

TRUSTEE
In Recognition of Your
Leadership
in the
Business Community
and Partnership
with the
Tamarac Chamber of Commerce
JANUARY 01, 0000

With Great Appreciation
We Present to
Gina Santiago
This Small Token
for
Her Untiring Service
On Our Behalf
JANUARY 01, 0000
THE SOUTH FLORIDA SCIENCE FICTION SOCIETY IS PLEASED TO CONFER UPON

George R.R. Martin

A LIFETIME MEMBERSHIP

FOR YOUR SUPPORT OF OUR ORGANIZATION AND FOR YOUR ROLE IN ELEVATING MEDIA SCIENCE FICTION TO AN ACCEPTED ART FORM

WE CANNOT THANK YOU ENOUGH

JANUARY 01, 0000

SOUTH FLORIDA CHAPTER
OF WORLDWIDE RESOURCES

AWARD OF SPECIAL RECOGNITION AND APPRECIATION
PRESENTED TO
TAMMY GORDON
THANK YOU FOR YOUR DEDICATED LEADERSHIP AS CHAPTER PRESIDENT
SOUTH FLORIDA CHAPTER OF WORLDWIDE RESOURCES
JANUARY 01, 0000

PROUDLY WE PRESENT THIS AWARD OF APPRECIATION TO
SAMANTHA SMITH
FOR LEADERSHIP AND GUIDANCE AS OUR PRESIDENT
JANUARY 01, 0000

PRESENTED WITH GRATIFYING APPRECIATION TO
CARL DRAKE
YOUR INTUITION AND LEADERSHIP OF OUR CLUB HAS MADE US #1
FOREST HILLS COUNTRY CLUB
JANUARY 01, 0000
WITH GREATEST ESTEEM AND AFFECTION
WE PRESENT THIS CITATION
TO
GARETH CHASE
FOR YOUR EXTRAORDINARY
ADMINISTRATION OF THE OFFICE OF
PRESIDENT
OF THE RICHMOND KIWANIS CLUB

Leia Ward
Secretary
Women’s ORT of Jacksonville
We Extend to You Our Sincere Thanks
for your Exceptional Command
of a
Difficult and Vital Position
Yours Will Be a
Tough Act to Follow!

THE LOUISIANA STATE ASSOCIATION
OF NEUROSURGICAL PROFESSIONALS
ACKNOWLEDGES
LINDA GAGE, M.D.
FOR HER DISTINGUISHED
TENURE AS
VICE PRESIDENT
OF PROGRAMMING
OUR ORGANIZATION HAS BEEN
ENORMOUSLY ENRICHED BY
YOUR SERVICE

Becky D. Peters
Please Accept This
Small Token of Our Appreciation
for Your Invaluable Service
to
Friends of the Library
CONTRIBUTION

PRESENTED TO
GIRL’A CAPELLA
CHORUS
OF STRANAHAN HIGH SCHOOL

WITH
HEARTFELT THANKS
FOR YOUR HARD-EARNED
CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE FAMILY OF

MARIA CASTILLO
OUR LOSS CANNOT BE REPLACED
BUT YOUR KINDNESS
WILL NEVER BE FORGOTTEN
JANUARY 01, 0000

HOLLYWOOD HILLS HIGH SCHOOL
THEATRE
WISHES TO HONOR
KATRINKA
SIEGENTHALER
FOR HER INVALUABLE CONTRIBUTIONS
ENABLING US TO REALIZE THE DREAM
OF A HOME FOR OUR
DRAMA PROGRAM
AND CHILDREN’S STORYBOOK
THEATRE
JANUARY 01, 0000
MARKHAM
SKEET & TRAP
CLUB

Recognizes

Doug Wu

For your Selfless Contributions
to the Renovation of Our
Clubhouse and range
and to the
Initiation of Educational Programs
Aimed at Firearms Safety
in Our Community

FAITH CORDARY

We Applaud Your Enthusiasm

PRESENTED TO

TEYHNNHAM
PRODUCTIONS

WITH OUR WARMEST APPRECIATION
FOR YOUR GENEROUS CONTRIBUTION
AND ASSISTANCE IN THE
CONSTRUCTION OF THE

DAVID P. TROUGHTON
ACTIVITY CENTER

JANUARY 01, 0000

FAITH CORDARY

Your Lifetime Contribution
toward the
Betterment of Our Organization
is Greatly Appreciated

WE APPLAUD YOUR ENTHUSIASM

PRESENTED TO

COLIN & MARION
BAKER

IN APPRECIATION OF YOUR
SELFLESS CONTRIBUTIONS
OF TIME, TALENT AND FUNDS TO

ST. TIGGYWINKLE’S
WILDLIFE CARE CENTER

OUR DEEPEST THANKS

JANUARY 01, 0000
EMPLOYMENT

Presented to DOUG WU
THANKS FOR YOUR CONTRIBUTION TO THIS COMPANY YOUR FIRST YEAR YOUR DEDICATION AND LOYALTY HAVE HELPPED US BECOME THE BEST
THANK YOU
KEEP UP THE GREAT WORK!
GLENN'S GREENERY, INC.

EMPLOYEE OF THE MONTH
MARGARET REDFEATHER
WITHOUT YOU WE WOULD NOT BE!
THANKS FOR YOUR HARD WORK

Presented to
John L. Okonkwe
Regional Manager
SCYBEX
In Recognition of Your Retirement
Your Continued Efforts and Dedication On Our Behalf Have Truly Made This Company Better for Our Employees and Our Customers
Johnson Tucker, President

For Your Unselfish Commitment and Tireless Cooperation During the Renovation of Our South Florida Outlet, KINNEY SHOES, INC.
Salutes
CLAIRE WHITE AREA MANAGER
Without You We Would Still Be Studying Blueprints!
SPECIAL AWARD OF RECOGNITION
Presented to
BRIAN CASEY

For Your Commitment and Effort, Each Demonstrating a True Regard for the Goals and Interests of Your Fellow Employees

THANK YOU

TO OUR
INEKE MILAN
ON YOUR RETIREMENT FROM CRABTREE ELECTRONICS

YOUR DILIGENCE AND FORBEARANCE IN GOOD TIMES AND BAD HAVE FINALLY YIELDED THEIR REWARD, AND YOU CAN DO WHAT YOU’VE ALWAYS WANTED TO DO:

LOAF!

PRESENTED TO
SABRINA JAREMA
AS A SMALL TOKEN OF OUR APPRECIATION

YOUR DEDICATION TO YOUR WORK IS UNSURPASSED

PRESENTED TO
CARLOS VELEZ
BEHIND THE SCENES “STAR” OF THE MONTH

Consistent * Dependable Professional

Hilton

Presented to
CARLOS VELEZ

 AMERICAN EXPRESS Cards

THANK YOU
SHERIFF'S OFFICE
BROWARD COUNTY

IN RECOGNITION OF
OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT
AND SUPPORT
THE BROWARD SHERIFF’S OFFICE
PRESENTS THIS AWARD
TO
CHARLOTTE KEMP
LAW ENFORCEMENT
OFFICER
OF THE YEAR

Peek Performer
A W A R D

Presented to
PAT BAILLIE
Agent of the Month
◆◆◆
Your Initiative and Perseverance
Set Standards Others Will Follow

THE HOME DEPOT

IT IS WITH
SINCERE GRATITUDE
THAT WE PRESENT THIS AWARD
TO
DEVRAJ SINGH
ASSOCIATE
OF THE YEAR

GALAXY SEA
Cruises

PRESENTED WITH
RESPECT AND AFFECTION
TO
HAROLD MIYAGI
ON YOUR RETIREMENT

YOUR THIRTY YEARS WITH OUR FIRM
HAVE WITNESSED GROWTH
AND CHANGE
BEYOND OUR FONDEST DREAMS.
WHEREVER YOU MAY GO, YOU WILL
ALWAYS BE A MEMORABLE PART OF
OUR WORKING FAMILY.
WE WILL MISS YOU

Shoreline Products, Inc.

IN RECOGNITION OF
OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT
AND SUPPORT
THE BROWARD SHERIFF’S OFFICE
PRESENTS THIS AWARD
TO
PAT BAILLIE
Agent of the Month
◆◆◆
Your Initiative and Perseverance
Set Standards Others Will Follow

IN RECOGNITION OF
OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT
AND SUPPORT
THE BROWARD SHERIFF’S OFFICE
PRESENTS THIS AWARD
TO
CHARLOTTE KEMP
LAW ENFORCEMENT
OFFICER
OF THE YEAR

IN RECOGNITION OF
OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT
AND SUPPORT
THE BROWARD SHERIFF’S OFFICE
PRESENTS THIS AWARD
TO
HAROLD MIYAGI
ON YOUR RETIREMENT

YOUR THIRTY YEARS WITH OUR FIRM
HAVE WITNESSED GROWTH
AND CHANGE
BEYOND OUR FONDEST DREAMS.
WHEREVER YOU MAY GO, YOU WILL
ALWAYS BE A MEMORABLE PART OF
OUR WORKING FAMILY.
WE WILL MISS YOU

Shoreline Products, Inc.
GIVEN WITH PRIDE ON THIS DAY OF DAYS
THE BAR MITZVAH OF OUR SON
AARON DAVID ROSENBERG
TODAY YOU ARE A MAN
MAZEL TOV!
LOVE, MOM AND DAD

WITH LOVE AND HONOR TO
DOROTHY
ON OUR
25th WEDDING ANNIVERSARY
“Lord, give her my share of Heaven
if I’ve earned any here in this life,
’cause God, I believe she deserves it –
my woman, my woman, my wife…”
M. Robbins

To My Husband
Eduardo
With Love and Thankfulness for Fifteen Beautiful Years and Two Beautiful Children
You are the Best Choice I Have Ever Made!

Dear Dad,
Do not walk ahead of me for I may not follow
Do not walk behind me for I may not lead
Just stand beside me and be my friend!

All My Love,
Your Son Lance
Happy Birthday
To My Favorite Aunt
Nancy May

Your Priceless Humor and Unflagging Graciousness - Whether or Not I Deserve It - Have Helped to Keep the Sun Shining through My Windows.

Love and Kisses
Gail

To Our Precious Little Girl
Sabrina
On Your Very Special First Communion
Your life has just begun, cleansed by the love of The Father, The Son and The Holy Spirit

Love,
Mommy and Daddy

To My Dear Sister
Gwendolyn
With All My Love and Thanks for Being There for Me When I Needed You Most.
You Always Were - But it Took Me This Long to Realize It

God Bless You
Abigail

To A Cherished Cousin
Shaquina Russell
With Our Best Wishes for a Joyous Life in Your New Home
We Will Miss You, But You Will Never Leave Our Hearts

Love Always,
Kara, Odicia and Sindy
MEMORIAL

In Loving Memory of Our Devoted Brother

David A. Katz

He Has Gone On Ahead But His Memory Remains to Guide Those of Us He Leaves Behind

Temple Israel

PRESENTED BY

THE SISTERS OF MERCY
SAINT ANDREW’S CHURCH

TO

SAMUEL J. WIGGINS

IN MEMORY OF HIS BELOVED WIFE

AMELIA ANN

HER SMILE WAS OUR WARMTH HER FRIENDSHIP OUR BLESSING AND HER HANDS IN THE SERVICE OF GOD AN INSPIRATION TO US ALL

THIS SANCTUARY IS DEDICATED TO THE MEMORY OF

ARTHUR M. HARRIS

1916 - 1998

HIS CONTRIBUTIONS, BOTH PHYSICAL AND SPIRITUAL, MADE THE DREAMS OF SAINT MARY’S EPISCOPAL CHURCH COME TO LIFE

HE RESTS ETERNALLY WITH OUR LORD

In Memory of Helen Gardener

Founder
Springfield Jaycees Auxiliary

If by chance you wish to remember me, do it with a kind deed or a word to someone who needs you. If you do all I have asked, I will live forever.
Congratulations to Tiombe Hurd
On Qualifying for the USA Olympic Track Team!
You Carry All Our Hopes, Dreams and Love with You on Your Amazing Journey

WESTSIDE CLINIC Recognizes GARY DOWNIE
GOLD SPONSOR WALK FOR CANCER
No person is ever honored for what he received, Honor is the reward for what he gave.

Springfield VFW 1317 Recognizes Fred Hickman
For Your Unselfish Volunteerism Over These Many Years
You Have Set the Standard for Others to Follow

PRESENTED TO DAVID & KAY HUGHES
IN APPRECIATION OF YOUR DEDICATION TO THE HEALTH AND WELL-BEING OF OUR CHILDREN

“I TOUCH THE FUTURE... I TEACH”
Presented to
Danika J. Lam
Special Agent
Internal Revenue Service
Criminal Investigation

In Appreciation for Your
Outstanding Commitment and Support
Best Wishes

From
Your Friends, Miami Field Office

Presented to
Luis Espinosa of South Florida Fire Fighters
for your Generosity & Support to Here’s Help, Inc. and the Fight Against Drug Abuse

The business of a leader is to turn obstacles into steppingstones, weakness into strength, and disaster into triumph. Thank you for walking the extra mile with us,
The Leadership Team of C. Robert Markham Elementary School.

Katie Siegenthaler
Simple Words Could Never Be Enough to Express Our Love and Appreciation to You for All That You Have Done for Our Family in This Very Difficult Time
The British Floridian Club of South Florida
Welcomes
The Right Honorable
John Charles Lodge
Mayor of Cobham
Surrey, United Kingdom
We are gratified by your acceptance of our hospitality, and wish you all the best during your stay in Fort Lauderdale, Florida

The City of Plantation Fire Association
Wishes to Confer Upon
This Award of Recognition for Her Selfless Act of Heroism in Rescuing James and Martha Cunningham from Their Burning Home

TO A DEAR FRIEND
CAITLYN LAINE
FOR ALL YOU HAVE BEEN IN MY LIFE
NO MATTER HOW ROUGH THE ROAD OR HOW HARD THE RAIN I ALWAYS KNEW WHERE TO FIND WARMTH AND COMFORT

With Love, Milagros

The City of Plantation Fire Association
Wishes to Confer Upon
Keisha Knight
This Award of Recognition for Her Selfless Act of Heroism in Rescuing James and Martha Cunningham from Their Burning Home
Mt. Olive Baptist Church Recognizes
Dr. Calvin Shirley
Sunday School Superintendent
for Your Years of Involvement with the Youth of Our Community
God Bless You

Our Blessings and Love to Derek and Noala Warfield and Your Dear Family
Our Prayers for Happiness in Your New Home
You Will Be Sorely Missed
From Your Brothers and Sisters at Central Christian Church
"May the road rise to meet you
May the wind be always at your back
May the sun shine upon your face
May the rain fall soft upon your fields
And until we meet again
May God hold you in the hollow of His hand"

In Appreciation to Peggy Barber
For Your Faithful Service and for Blessing First Presbyterian Church with Your Talent and Love of Music

With Blessings and Hope We Send Our Beloved Rabbi Ari Ben David
On Your Way to the Holy Land of Israel
Your Years with us Have Been a Treasure Beyond Price
God Go with You and Bring You Home to Us Safely and Soon
Your Congregation at Temple Sinai

Our Blessings and Love to Derek and Noala Warfield and Your Dear Family
Our Prayers for Happiness in Your New Home
You Will Be Sorely Missed
From Your Brothers and Sisters at Central Christian Church
"May the road rise to meet you
May the wind be always at your back
May the sun shine upon your face
May the rain fall soft upon your fields
And until we meet again
May God hold you in the hollow of His hand"

In Appreciation to Peggy Barber
For Your Faithful Service and for Blessing First Presbyterian Church with Your Talent and Love of Music

With Blessings and Hope We Send Our Beloved Rabbi Ari Ben David
On Your Way to the Holy Land of Israel
Your Years with us Have Been a Treasure Beyond Price
God Go with You and Bring You Home to Us Safely and Soon
Your Congregation at Temple Sinai
REPRESENTED TO
LEROY J. GREEN
IN APPRECIATION
FOR
YOUR YEARS OF SERVICE AIDING THE
YOUTH OF FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
TO DEVELOP CHRISTIAN CHARACTER

JOHN 3:16

To
Staci Kessler
For 15 Years
of Faithful and Loving Service
as Our
Hebrew School Supervisor

Beth Emet Congregation

To the
Reverend Sally Gill
We present accolades
which, despite our deep feelings
and best intentions, fall short of
what you have earned.

We thank God for your
eight precious years with us
and will cherish your love always.

Blessings Go with You and Yours

MAY YOU BE AS RICHLY BLESSED
AS WE HAVE BEEN BY YOUR SERVICE
SOUTH PLANTATION HIGH SCHOOL

GUY SETLIFF
SCHOLAR-ATHLETE OF THE YEAR
4.0 GRADE AVERAGE
RUNNING BACK
PALADINS FOOTBALL

Your Achievements are an Inspiration for Others to Follow

COACH BO HAMILTON
TITAN FOOTBALL

Your Determination to Succeed, Underscored by Your Confidence in Us, Has Brought Us to a Triumphal Winning Season

Many Thanks from Your Team

SPORTSMANSHIP AWARD
PRESENTED TO
VINNIE LAURINO
CENTER
PARKWAY CRUSADERS

YOUR CONSIDERATION TOWARD YOUR TEAMMATES AND OPPONENTS ALIKE HAS BECOME AN ENDURING PART OF YOUR RECORD

WE WISH YOU CONTINUED SUCCESS

Presented with Envy to the Tournament Fishing Team of the Weekend Warrior

For Reeling in the Most Fish and the Biggest Fish and for Consuming the Most Beer

Congratulations!
(Stay Home Next Year)
SPORTS

THE STRANAHAN HIGH SCHOOL
ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT
CONGRATULATES
DAN CHANDLER
DRAGONS QUARTERBACK
ON SETTING A
NEW SCHOOL RECORD
FOR PASS COMPLETIONS
IN REGULAR SEASON PLAY

Congratulations On a Job Well Done

With Love to
Saundra Diehl
Assistant Coach
Mighty Mites Softball

For All Your Time, Trouble
and Patience -
and for the Hugs We
So Often Needed,
Thank You!

Thanks, Coach,
for Being the Best Thing
That’s Ever Happened
to Our Team

G-O-O-O-O-A-L!!!
**SUPPORT**

**GIRL SCOUTS**

**MANY THANKS**

To

**KAYA DARRO**

For Your Unwavering Support and Tireless Promotion of the Newly-Realized West Collier Girl Scout Camp

Collier County Council of Girl Scouting

---

**FRANKLIN KEMP**

**Presented to You with Gratitude for Your Much-Needed Support During the Difficult Time Following This Past Year’s Hurricanes**

*It is said that in the near future the three most important words in our language will be not “I LOVE YOU” but... “LET ME HELP”*

You Have Helped Your Neighbors and Friends Beyond Measure

---

**BROWARD COUNTY**

**PRESENTED TO**

**HENRI GEORGES**

In Recognition and Appreciation For Your Continued Support and Active Involvement

**BROWARD COUNTY PARKS AND RECREATION DIVISION**

---

**With Love and Appreciation to Ingeborg Pertwee**

"Above and Beyond the Call of Duty" is Only a Phrase - You Have Given It New Meaning

We are Forever Indebted to You for Your Generous Support
ability - talent, intellect, aptitude, propensity, inclination

accomplishment - fulfilment, completion, achievement, realization, attainment, triumph, success, consummation

appreciation - thankfulness, gratefulness, obliged, indebted, gratitude, regard, esteem, respect

assistance - support, aid, help, to serve, collaborating with, contribution

assistant - aide, helper, acolyte, friend, associate, colleague, second in command, patron, backer, partner, co-worker, ally

award - citation, accolade, trophy, title, testimonial, commendation, tribute

beautiful - lovely, attractive, comely, pretty, elegant, superb, grand, handsome, radiant, ravishing, gorgeous

beloved - loved, adored, worshiped, cherished, dear, favorite, precious, treasured, darling, endeared, valued

best - finest, highest, first, premium, crowning, incomparable, greatest, top-notch, unequalled, choice

carefully - conscientiously, exactly, rigidly, precisely, fastidiously,

ceremony - function, commemoration, memorial, rite, ritual, pageant, observance

certify - guarantee, attest, confirmed, endorse, assure

commend - accredit, laud, acclaim, endorse, recommend, approve, acclaim

continued - sustained, perseverance, perpetual, sanctioning, enduring, on-going, unrelenting, extended

contribution - endowment, commitments, donation, sharing, supplying, present, bestowal, charity

cooperation - collaboration, participation, alliance, assistance, team-work, concurrence

dedication - devotion, efforts, untiring efforts, commitment

dependable - trustworthy, mainstay, anchor, confidant, patron, reliable, faithful, loyal, unfailing, true

determination - resolution, certainty, persistence, conviction, steadfastness, perseverance, intransigence
develop - extend, expand, advance, promote, build, enrich, cultivate

diligent - zealous, energetic, vigorous, undeviating, assiduous, unremitting, intense, industrious, persistent

distinguished - illustrious, venerable, renowned, honored, celebrated, esteemed remarkable, outstanding, great, extraordinary

education - edification, enrichment, teaching, teaching, instruction, enlightenment, tutelage, knowledge

effort - endeavor, labor, work, undertaking, venture, task, commitment, exertion

emphasize - underline, dramatize, pronounce, accentuate, underscore, punctuate

enduring - lasting, permanent, surviving, continual, unchanging, uninterrupted, tenacious, perennial, tolerating

establish - institute, found, formulate, construct, organize, inaugurate, start

excellent - magnificent, supreme, peerless, foremost, exemplary, desirable, paramount, superior, superlative, exceptional, tremendous, wonderful

friendship - association, brotherhood, companionship, confidant

give - grant, bestow, confer, impart, present, award, convey, contribute to

guidance - direction, leadership, supervision, management, oversight, suggestion

happy - joyous, merry, convivial, congenial, mirthful, charmed, spirited

instill - infuse, impress, inspire

involvement - link, connection, participation, affiliation, commitment

judgement - knowledge, discrimination, understanding, perception, acuteness, keenness, intuition

kindness - good intentions, consideration, helpfulness, indulgence, courtesy, thoughtfulness, altruism, graciousness

leadership - administration, authority, foresight, command, supremacy

noble - honorable, heroic, brilliant, excellent, princely, magnanimous, courtly dignified, splendid, exalted, distinguished

outstanding - notable, distinguished, highly regarded, impressive, worthy, considerable, enthusiastic
patience - forbearance, fortitude, composure, endurance
praise - applaud, cheer, acclaim, endorse, eulogize, admire
presented - awarded, bestowed, conferred, given, endowed, delivered
profit - benefit, thrive, prosper, gain
promote - advance, forward, encourage, expand, nourish, improve, bolster
recognition - in acknowledgment of, remembrance, commendation
respect - esteem, honor, regard, admiration
retirement - withdrawal, resignation, departure, leaving, giving up work
service - assistance, cooperation, performance of duty, help, servitude
sincerely - truthfully, honestly, earnestly, genuinely, profoundly
special - exceptional, distinctive, unusual, unique, exclusive, extraordinary
support - upkeep, responsibility for, provide, promote, sustain, further, maintain, patronize, subsidize
thanks - appreciation, gratefulness, acknowledgment, gratitude
tireless - never-ending, unwearied, unflagging, unending
uncommon - unusual, different, unique, rare, exotic, unparalleled
universal - entire, prevalent, extensive, comprehensive, limitless, unrestricted
unsselfish - sacrifice, kind, liberal, charitable, altruistic, magnanimous, generous benevolent, self-denying, self-sacrificing
valor - bravery, courage, gallantry, heroism
valuable - worth, merit, superior, excellent, priceless, meritorious
very - extremely, exceedingly, greatly, surprisingly, notably, considerably, conspicuously, remarkably, intensely
virtue - ethic, goodness, uprightness, honor, righteousness
warm - earnest, gracious, cordial, affectionate, enthusiastic, responsive